“Some friends have to walk around on four legs just so they can carry around such big hearts” - Unknown

**Size: 55” x 65”**

**Quilters Basics**

Read instructions before beginning a project.
All instructions include a ¼” seam allowance.
Press as you go. Press seams in one direction.
22” measurement is approximate.

WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Length of Fabric

---

**Fabric Requirements**

**Blocks:** 1 – Corazon Flannels Layer Cake® (26130LCF)
**Setting & Corner Triangles and Binding:** 1½ yds. (26116-33F)
**Borders:** 1¾ yds. (26132-13F)
**Backing:** 3½ yds., pieced across

**Cutting**

Please note: this quilt can be made with 20 instead of 25 Layer Cakes and 12 instead of 16, but for variety and pairing options we suggest that you utilize 25 and 16 Layercakes.

**From each of 25 Layer Cakes® cut:**
- 2–1½” x 10” strips (50 total)
  - Trim strips to measure 1½” x 8”
- 1–6” x 6” square (25 total)
- 2–1½” x 6” strips (50 total)

**From each of 16 Layer Cakes® cut:**
- 4–4½” x 4½ squares (64 total)

**Setting & Corner and Binding Fabric:**

Cut 2–12” x WOF strips
- From 1 strip cut 3–12” x WOF strips cut 3–12” x 12” squares cut twice diagonally to make 12 side setting triangles.
- From the second strip cut 1–12” x 12” square cut twice diagonally for side setting triangles.
  *(You will use 2 of the four setting triangles)*
- From the remainder of the strip cut 2–6½” x 6½” squares cut once diagonally for corner triangles.

Cut 7–2½” x WOF strips for binding.

**Border Fabric:**
- Cut 4–6½” x LOF strips for outer border.
**Construction**

**Four-Patch Blocks**
1. Stitch the 64 – 4¼"x4¼" squares into 16 randomly chosen 4-Patch blocks. Blocks should measure 8”x8” with seams.

**Framed Blocks**
1. Sort the 1½"x8" and the 1½"x6" strips into matching sets of 4 – 2-6" and 2-8" strips.
2. Pair the matching sets of 4 strips with a 6"x6" square of your choice. Make 20 sets.
3. Stitch the 1½"x6" strips to opposite sides of the 6"x6" square. Press seams toward center. Block should measure 6”x8” with seams.
4. Then add the 1½"x8" strips to the top and bottom of the block. Press seams toward center. Block should measure 8”x8” with seams. Repeat to make 20 framed blocks.

**Assemble Quilt**

**Piecing Order**

Corner Triangle
Row 1: ST, FB, ST
Row 2: ST, FB, 4P, FB, ST
Row 3: ST, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, ST
Row 4: ST, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, CT
Row 5: CT, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, ST
Row 6: ST, FB, 4P, FB, 4P, FB, ST
Row 7: ST, FB, 4P, FB, ST
Row 8: ST, FB, ST
Corner Triangle

**Add Borders**

Measure the quilt top from top to bottom through the center. Cut 2 border strips to that measurement (approximately 53”).

Mark the center of the border strips and the sides of the quilt top with pins.

With right sides together, pin the border strips to the quilt top matching center pins and ends. Stitch the borders to the sides of the quilt top. Press the seams toward the border.

Measure the center of the quilt top from side to side including the borders. Cut 2 border strips to that measurement (approximately 55”). Find centers of border strips and stitch to top and bottom of the quilt top. Press toward borders.

Quilt top should measure 55”x 65” with seams.

**Finishing**

Using a diagonal seam, join the 7 – 2½”xWOF strips end to end. Press seams open. Fold prepared strip in half wrong sides together and press to make the binding.

Layer, Quilt and Bind.